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Photodetachment studies of extended excited states in I 2Xen clusters
„n 51 – 54…

Israela Becker and Ori Cheshnovsky
School of Chemistry, The Sackler Faculty of Exact Sciences, Tel-Aviv University, 69978 Tel-Aviv, Israel

~Received 2 December 1998; accepted 4 January 1999!

We present a comprehensive experimental study of bound excited states in I2Xen clusters (n
51 – 54), using photoelectron spectroscopy and energy-dependent action spectroscopy. Starting at
n54, the electron detachment action spectra developed peaks lying in energy lower than the vertical
binding energy. This behavior has been shown for both final spin states of the neutral iodine. It
indicates the existence of bound electronic states extended over the xenon cluster. The peaks lying
in energy below theJ51/2 detachment continuum of the iodine (n.4) were detected over the
whole cluster size range of I2Xen using electron detachment action spectroscopy. For the bound
states relating to theJ53/2 continuum, in the size rangen54 – 12, thermionic emission has marked
the existence of bound states. Forn.12, these states were stabilized and detected via two-photon
excitations. The picture, unveiled from the above photoelectron and action spectra, is the gradual
evolution of bound excited states on the xenon solvent cluster. The critical size for the binding of
an excited electron isn54. At the largest cluster interrogated, I2Xe54, the binding energy amounts
to 170 meV. We compare these states to the ground electronic state of Xen

2 clusters, and discuss the
differences between the experiments and model calculations. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-9606~99!00913-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Monomer closed-shell atoms and many molecules do
exhibit affinity to excess electrons, due to the efficie
screening of the positive core by the closed shell. In
condensed form, however, many of these systems ex
positive electron affinity~EA!: While a single water mol-
ecule or ground-state noble gas atoms do not bind electr
electrons are solvated in bulk water1 and rare gas liquids an
solids2 ~i.e., the bottom of the conduction band of solid x
non lies;0.58 eV below the vacuum level!.

Inspired by these facts, the phenomenon of excess e
trons solvated in clusters has attracted scientists over the
two decades. A considerable amount of experimental
theoretical efforts has been invested in exploring systems
which a stable anionic monomer doesnot exist, such as mo-
lecular ~CO2)n

2 ~Refs. 3–5!, ~NH3)n ~Ref. 6!, and ~H2O)n

~Ref. 7!, and atomic Hen
2 ~Ref. 8!, Nen

2 ~Ref. 9!, and Xen
2

~Ref. 10! clusters.
Unlike molecular clusters, where the interactions b

tween the solvating molecules, and consequently betw
them and the solvated electron, are strongly affected by
complex intermolecular interactions, the binding of exce
electrons to rare gas atoms is solely due to the collec
polarization of the surrounding solvating atoms, whi
makes it the simplest excess electron system to investig
The focus of this study is the binding of excess electrons
xenon clusters.

Two groups performed theoretical calculations,11,12 pre-
dicting the minimal xenon cluster size to bind an electron
be 6–7 atoms; Martyna and Berne11 applied diffusion Monte
Carlo simulations using a pair-polarization model, a
showed that an electron would attach to a cluster as sma
6280021-9606/99/110(13)/6288/10/$15.00
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Xe6 . Further calculations, taking into account many-bo
polarization interactions, found that Xe7 was the smallest
cluster to bind an electron. Stampfli and Bennemann12 pro-
posed a dielectric continuum model to calculate the EA
small rare gas clusters, and determined the critical clu
size to be Xe6– Xe9 . The experimental evidence for the e
istence of stable Xen

2 was provided by Haberland an
co-workers.10 The existence of small Xen

2 has been unam
biguously demonstrated; yet, the critical cluster size for el
tron binding in the ground-state cluster was inconclusiven
56 or smaller!, due to the possible presence of electronica
metastable Xen

2 . In these experiments, the very low conce
trations of clusters, resulting from their low electron bindin
energy, prevented further spectroscopic studies.

Recently, Becker, Markovich, and Cheshnovsky~BMC!
have introduced a new experimental approach to study
evolution of bound excess electron states in xenon clust
by using I2Xen clusters13 ~we will refer to Ref. 13 as BMC
throughout the current paper!. It is based on the fact that th
electron, localized on the solvated anion, can be photo
cited only to the extended states in the xenon–iodine clus
since the bare iodine anion does not support any bound
cited states. Practically, we use the anionic electron as
internal electron source, assuming that the excited state
the I2Xen clusters highly resemble the ground state of t
Xen

2 clusters.14

This approach has two distinct advantages. First, du
high EA (.3 eV! these clusters can be generated in la
quantities. Second, both bound and unbound electron s
in the xenon clusters are accessible via excitation from
deeply bound impurity state. Figure 1 depicts the princip
of our experimental strategy: High energy photonshn1
8 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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(hn1.EA), are used to measure the vertical binding ene
of the anionic electron to the cluster via photoelectron sp
troscopy ~PES!. Lower energy photons,hn2 and hn3 , are
used to excite the electron to the extended states of the x
solvent. The excitation to bound or to autodetaching state
monitored by recording the yield of spontaneously emit
electrons and photofragments, or by subsequently detac
the excited bound electron withhn4 photons. The generic
name ‘‘action spectroscopy’’ is given to the above metho
in which the energy dependence of the photoinduced p
cesses is monitored. The difference between the ver
binding energy in each mass-selected cluster and the c
sponding excitation energy is the binding energy of the
cess electron to a xenon cluster. This methodology is q
general for the investigation of empty bands in clusters,
the excitation of slightly perturbing impurity states. It is ve
satile and can be adapted to the characterization of s
residing above or below the vacuum level, by using differ
detection schemes.

As we have already emphasized,13 the analogy to the
bare xenon clusters is incomplete. In our I2Xen experiment,
the conduction band of the bare xenon cluster is perturbe
the presence of the iodine core, at least in small clust
Also, note that in the vertical photoexcitation process, n
relaxed geometries of the xenon clusters are accessed,
no direct measurement of the adiabatic binding energies

Anion impurities embedded in rare gas clusters ha
been previously studied.15,16 These studies focused on th
impurity ground-state properties. The focal point of BM
and the present work is the investigation of the exten

FIG. 1. A scheme of the excited states of the I2Xen clusters and the photo
induced processes following various excitation schemes:hn1 denotes the
direct photodetachment process;hn2 is excitation to the two bound (IXen)2

states which lie below the almost degenerate twoJ53/2 states of the neutra
iodine, from which an electron or a xenon atom can be thermally emit
The bound excited states can be further excited (hn4) to a detachment
continuum.hn3 stands for the excitation to the autodetachment (IXen)2

resonance lying below theJ51/2 of the neutral iodine.
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excited states of I2Xen clusters. The current paper signifi
cantly expands the results of BMC. The size range of inv
tigated I2Xen clusters is extended to include second solv
tion layer effects (n51 – 54). We investigate the
autodetaching bound states relating to theJ51/2 spin state
of the iodine core, and use two-photon action spectrosc
~2PAS! as well as neutral fragment spectroscopy in order
characterize the extended excited states. Altogether, t
studies offer a comprehensive picture on the nature of
excited states in I2Xen , in accordance with our initial
assignment.13

II. EXPERIMENT

A scheme of the experimental setup is shown in Fig.
Negatively charged I2Xen clusters are produced in the ear
stages of a supersonic expansion from a pulsed nozzle.
expanding gas consists of 3–4 bars mixture of 5% Xe in 9
Ar, passed through a cooled ('260°C! reservoir of
methyl–iodide. The expansion is intersected by a 100–
eV electron beam ending up in the formation of I2Xen clus-
ters. The newly formed clusters are cooled by a further fl
in the expansion, and skimmed through a differentia
pumped chamber to a chamber where they are m
separated by a Wiley–McLaren time-of-flight ma
spectrometer17 ~TOFMS!. The accelerated ions are directe
by an electrostatic lens along a 1 mfree-drift tube towards a
microsphere plate~MSP®18! detector. The resolution of the
mass spectrum, with a 1.8 cm-wide ion beam ist/Dt'350.
Typical spectra of I2Xen clusters under two expansion con
ditions are shown in Fig. 3.

d.

FIG. 2. The experimental system: Clusters are formed in an expan
through a pulsed supersonic nozzle~1! crossed by an electron source~2!.
Clusters are accelerated~3! into a flight tube~4! of a TOF mass spectromete
through an electrostatic lens~5!. A mass gate-energy filter@6~a!# is followed
by an impulse decelerator@6~b!#, followed by a removable ion detector~7!.
A laser beam@perpendicular to the plane of the drawing# ~8! intersects the
ion beam and detaches electrons which are directed towards the sol
drift tube ~9! by a strong diverging magnetic field~10! and guided to the
electron detector~11! by a low magnetic field produced by a solenoid co
~12!. A reflectron mass spectrometer~13!, coaxial with the ion beam, is used
to detect~14! charged fragments. Fast neutral fragments are detected
neutral detector~15, 16!.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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The weakly bound I2Xen clusters tend to dissociat
spontaneously during their flight. When spontaneous fr
mentation occurs during drift in a Wiley–McLaren TOFMS
both the parent and the fragment ions share practically
same velocity~ignoring the small recoil energy gained in th
fragmentation process!. Each mass peak in the mass spe
trum may consist of the parent ion as well as its fragm
daughters. To minimize this effect in the spectroscopic st
ies of the mass-selected clusters, we have developed
energy-filter mass gate to remove the spontaneous fragm
from the mass spectrum19 in which the intensity loss of the
parent ion due to filtration is negligible. The effect of filtra
tion is shown in Fig. 4.

Two sets of experiments are performed on the ma
selected cluster: PES for the determination of the E
namely the energetics of the ground state, and ene
dependent photo-action spectroscopy for the characteriza
of the excited states.

A. Photoelectron spectroscopy

Our photoelectron spectrometer follows the design p
ciples of Kruit and Read.20 Our version is based on a ‘‘mag
netic bottle’’ formed by a small pulsed solenoid~about 1 kG
in the laser interaction zone!, and a 1.67 meter guiding sole
noid (;8 G!.21 For n,8, the clusters are decelerated befo
photodetachment by a voltage impulse, down to a low
netic energy ('30 eV! to reduce the Doppler-energy broa
ening of the photoelectron spectra.22 For larger clusters, this
procedure is unnecessary due to their lower velocity.

The photoelectron spectra were taken with a photon
ergy that exceeded the energy of the neutral iodineJ51/2
spin state by;0.5 eV. The spectrometer was calibrated w
photoelectron spectra of I2 ~Ref. 23! at the 4.66 eV photons
of the Nd:YAG laser. A typical electron spectrometer ener
resolution was;60 meV at an electron energy of 1 eV.

FIG. 3. Typical mass spectra of the I2Xen clusters under two differen
expansion conditions. Note the magic numbers atn512, 18, 22, 25, and 54
These numbers coincide with magic numbers in the mass spectra of
tively charged Xen

1 clusters, if I2 is counted as well.
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B. Action spectroscopy

The energy dependence of the photoinduced process
the clusters was measured by using a tunable OPO l
system.24 We have studied the photoexcitation process
monitoring the following products: electrons from single a
two-photon excitations, photofragments, and fast neu
residues.

1. Electron ejection

We have measured the energy dependence yield of
photoelectrons below and above the vertical detachm
threshold by slightly accelerating~0.5–2 eV! the electrons
towards the detector. Two-photon photoelectron detachm
was induced by overlapping the fundamental and the sec
harmonics of the tunable OPO laser system output.24 The
action spectra of the two-photon processes were taken
gating the appropriate higher-energy photoelectrons in
time-of-flight spectrometer.

2. Photofragmentation

Fragmentation could be a competing process to elec
ejection. Charged fragments were monitored by a tand
coaxial Reflectron25 TOFMS.26 The resolution of our reflec-
tron is t/Dt'700 and we can observe distinct fragmen
which are 1% in quantity of their parent ion.

3. Neutral generation

In addition to action spectroscopy, in which electrons
photofragments are detected, one can monitor the yield
the fast neutral species generated in the former process27

Although this detection scheme does not point directly to
occurring process, it has its distinct merits. Its signal is p
portional to the total yield of the photo process, and it allo
for the integration of the photo process over a microsec

si-

FIG. 4. A tandem reflectron mass spectrum of an I2Xe8 cluster, under
relatively bad expansion conditions:~a! together with its daughters, selecte
by a conventional stopping MG, and~b! with no daughter peaks, selected b
an energy-filter mass gate. Insets: The voltage pulsing on the convent
and energy-filter mass gates, respectively.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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time scale after the excitation.28 The key to efficient neutra
detection is a high kinetic energy of the neutrals imping
on a high-efficiency electron ejection surface.29 We have ac-
celerated the charged clusters to about 5.5 keV prior to p
toexcitation.

Spectra were acquired by a LeCroy 9310 transient
corder and transferred to the computer for event count
data averaging, and processing.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Mass spectrum and cluster temperature

Figure 3 shows the mass spectrum of I2Xen character-
ized by ‘‘magic numbers’’ typical to noble gas clusters, if I2

is counted as well. Particularly intense is the peak of I2Xe12.
We anticipate this cluster to have an icosahedral struc
with the I2 located in the center, symmetrically solvated
a shell of 12 xenon atoms. Other local magic numbers
n518, 22, 25, and 54 predicted by theoretical calculatio
for pure xenon clusters,30 and coincide with experimenta
magic numbers of Xen

1 clusters.31 We speculate that the
magic number atn538 relates to a pack of three cluster
one is I2Xe12, and the other two are pure Xe13 icosahedrons.

We have used recent calculations of Jung and Gerb32

on the I2Xen system and the evaporative ensemble mod33

to evaluate the cluster temperature. Typical values are 80
40 K for the first and second solvation layer, respectively

B. Photoelectron spectroscopy

Figure 5 displays photoelectron spectra of I2Xen , n
50–54. All of these spectra are characterized by two pe
~about 0.95 eV apart!, corresponding to the twoJ spin states
(J51/2, 3/2! of the neutral iodine core in the final state. W
have assigned the peaks of these spectra to the vertical
ing energies@VBE3/2(n) and VBE1/2(n), respectively# of the
negatively charged clusters~Table I!.

The difference between VBE3/2(n) and VBE3/2(0)
~Table I!, Estab, represents mainly the stabilization of th
ground state by the polarization interaction of the iodide w
its xenon solvent. The size dependence ofEstabelucidates the
evolution and grouping of xenon atoms around the main i
Figure 6 presentsEstab as a function of the cluster size
Within our PES resolution,Estab, as deduced from theJ
51/2 final state@VBE1/2(n) – VBE1/2(0)#, is identical. Note
that the increase inEstab in clusters containing more than 1
xenon atoms levels off dramatically. This is a strong indic
tion that these 12 atoms form the first solvation shell arou
the ion. The addition of subsequent atoms to the second
vation layer involves smaller interactions with the ion, due
a larger distance. This curve, as well as the mass spectru
Fig. 3, where I2Xe12 is a global magic number, supports th
assignment of icosahedral structures to the I2Xen clusters.

C. Action spectroscopy - loosely bound excited states

As in BMC,13 we use the action spectra of electron d
tachment in order to identify the extended bound states in
I2Xen clusters. As previously emphasized, the current pa
expands the scope of this study in two aspects: The
Downloaded 09 Jun 2002 to 132.66.16.23. Redistribution subject to AI
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range of the investigated I2Xen clusters is extended to in
clude second solvation layer effects (n51 – 54). The excita-
tion energy range is expanded~3.0–4.95 eV! as well to in-
clude the autodetaching bound states relating to theJ51/2
continuum of the iodine core.

Figure 7 presents the action spectra for I2Xen , n
50–12. No laser-induced fragmentation was observed
any of the above species, and electron emission was the
clusive decay channel. In Fig. 8, both the action spectr
and photoelectron spectrum of the I2Xe30 cluster are super-
imposed as an example of the relation between the ph
electron spectra and action spectra. The arrows in Fig
mark the energies of the VBEs of theJ53/2 andJ51/2
states, respectively, as determined in our PES experime

Starting atn;4, the following trends evolve with the
cluster size:

~a! The very broad detachment spectrum of I2, character-
istic of localized to continuum transitions, narrow
gradually to bands near and lower in energy than b
VBE3/2 ~n! and VBE1/2 ~n).

~b! The relative cross section of absorption over theJ53/2
state grows gradually with the cluster size. Starti

FIG. 5. Photoelectron spectra of the I2Xen clusters,n50 – 54, taken using
5.01 eV and 5.27 eV photons.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Downloaded 09 J
TABLE I. Experimental binding energies, delocalization energies, and stabilization energies of iodide in2Xen

clusters.

VBEa at VDEb at Binding energy of VBEa at VDEb at Binding energy of
J53/2 ~eV! J53/2 ~eV! excited electron J51/2 ~eV! J51/2 ~eV! excited electron
(630 meV! (63 meV! (J53/2)2V0 ~meV! (630 meV! (63 meV! (J51/2)2V0 ~meV! Estab

c

N (630 meV! (630 meV! ~eV!

0 3.06 ¯ ¯ 4.005 ¯ ¯

1 3.13 ¯ ¯ 4.076 ¯ ¯ 0.07
2 3.22 3.255 235 4.166 ¯ ¯ 0.16
3 3.29 3.295 25 4.236 ¯ ¯ 0.23
4 3.35 3.339 11 4.296 4.261 32 0.2
5 3.41 3.391 19 4.356 4.308 48 0.3
6 3.46 3.440 20 4.406 4.354 52 0.4
7 3.51 3.486 24 4.456 4.400 56 0.4
8 3.56 3.532 28 4.506 4.441 65 0.5
9 3.60 3.569 31 4.546 4.470 76 0.5

10 3.65 3.608 42 4.596 4.515 81 0.5
11 3.69 3.641 49 4.636 4.552 85 0.6
12 3.73 3.675 55 4.666 4.576 90 0.6
13 3.746 3.678 68 4.692 4.592 100 0.6
14 3.754 3.684 70 4.700 4.596 104 0.6
15 3.763 3.690 73 4.706 4.606 110 0.7
20 3.793 3.712 81 4.739 4.616 123 0.7
25 3.810 4.756 4.626 130 0.7
30 3.848 3.757 91 4.794 4.658 136 0.7
35 3.869 4.815 4.676 139 0.8
40 3.894 3.787 107 4.840 4.690 150 0.8
45 3.914 4.860 4.704 156 0.8
50 3.935 4.881 4.719 162 0.8
54 3.955 4.901 4.731 170 0.8

aVertical binding energy.
bVertical delocalization energy.
cStabilization energy.
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from n51, the peaks of the action spectra gradua
increase by about two orders of magnitude34 at n
512.

~c! As the cluster grows, the peaks of the action spec
locate at an increasing energy spacing below the VB

The above observations relating to both VBEs of theJ
53/2 andJ51/2 states, reinforce the BMC identification o
bound excited states lying below the VBE3/2 in these clus-
ters. We relate the excited-state bands to a transition fro
localized electron state on the iodide to excited states on

FIG. 6. The dependence ofEstab(n)5VBE(n)2VBE(0) on the cluster size.
Note that aboven512, Estab levels off, indicating, that the first solvation
layer around I2 consists of twelve xenon atoms.
un 2002 to 132.66.16.23. Redistribution subject to AI
a
s.

a
he

xenon solvent. We consider these transition energies to
the vertical delocalization energy~VDE3/2 and VDE1/2) of
the iodide impurity.

The energy difference between the VBE and VDE m
be negative or positive for bound and unbound delocali
states, respectively. These energy differences are the cl
equivalent of2V0 in the bulk,35 namely, the binding energy
of the excess electron in the conduction band36

VBE2VDE52V0 . ~1!

In Table I, we summarize the values of VDE and2V0 for
both iodine spin states.

While the detachment of an electron excited above
VBE3/2 may be a direct process, electron detachment be
the VBE3/2 is connected with cluster rearrangement. Follo
ing the vertical photoexcitation, vibrational relaxation pr
cesses in the excited state, as well as internal vibratio
energy contained in the cluster prior to the photoexcitati
may raise the electron above its adiabatic binding ene
~ABE!. Consequently, electron detachment to theJ53/2
state occurs, in a process which is analogous to the b
thermionic emission~TE!.

TE was identified in anion clusters of two differen
types: Fullerenes37 and refractory metals.38 TE occurs as the
major decay channel when other processes such as un
lecular dissociation and thermal radiation are slow. This
quires a relatively high activation energy for the atom
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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evaporation in comparison to their EAs. According to o
findings, the adiabatic EA of the clusters is lower than
meV, and the binding energy of a xenon atom at the fi
solvation shell is estimated by Jung and Gerber32 to be 4
kcal mol21 ~5325 meV!. Hence, the prevalence of the d
tachment process is intelligible.

FIG. 7. Action spectra of the I2Xen clusters, forn50 – 12. The arrows
indicate the vertical binding energies~VBEs! of iodide with finalJ53/2 and
J51/2 spin states of iodine.

FIG. 8. Superposition of the action spectrum~solid line! and photoelectron
spectrum~dotted line! of the I2Xe30 cluster.
Downloaded 09 Jun 2002 to 132.66.16.23. Redistribution subject to AI
r
0
t

Electron ejection from excited bound states below
J51/2 state, however, is simply autodetachment as the e
tron is coupled directly to theJ53/2 continuum. Note that
the peaks that relate to theJ51/2 andJ53/2 continua are of
comparable intensity. Since the finalJ51/2 state is always
coupled to a detachment continuum, one can deduce tha
electron detachment probability is high also in the vicinity
the J53/2 state at energies lying below the vacuum leve

The onset of the detachment of the action spectra at
ergies above the second (J51/2! detachment continuum ar
puzzling to us. For the bare I2 ~Ref. 39!, two onsets appea
in the action spectrum, which begin promptly at the thre
old energies corresponding to the production of a free e
tron and an iodine atom at theJ53/2 andJ51/2 states. The
shape of the onsets follow the ‘‘Wigner’’ threshold law40

(s}(hn2EA) l 11/2, wherel is the angular momentum of th
electron! for ejection of ap electron in iodide to ans wave
continuum. Despite our expectations, no such onsets sho
the spectra of I2Xen relating to theJ51/2 states. This phe
nomenon is probably induced by the presence of the xe
solvent. We find this observation outside the scope of
current work, and will not try to resolve it.

A distinct spectral splitting of;20 meV shows in the
action spectra starting from I2Xe4. Action spectra of the
selected I2Xe9 cluster have been run at several nozz
expansion conditions to clarify their nature. At higher sta
nation pressures, which we associate with lower cluster t
perature, the high-energy peak increased its rela
intensity, while at higher nozzle temperature in the exp
sion, the low-energy peak was higher. These experime
findings are shown in Fig. 9. In BMC, we have attributed t
splitting to hot bands in analogy to hot bands in the rec
experiments on I2Arn clusters performed by Neumark an
co-workers,16 accompanied by the calculations by Mano
opoulos and co-workers.41 Since the peaks lying below th
J51/2 continuum are substantially narrower than theJ
53/2 peaks and do not show any splitting, this assignm
should be abandoned. The fact that only the states wh
refer to theJ53/2 continuum are split implies that the spli

FIG. 9. The effect of nozzle temperature~T! and stagnation pressure~P! on
the action spectra of I2Xe9 : ~a! T5150 °C, P54 atm; ~b! T5150 °C, P
59 atm; ~c! T5220 °C,P54 atm.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ting originates from the degeneracy removal of the finaJ
53/2 state of the iodine core in the cluster.42 The tempera-
ture dependence of the relative intensities of the two pe
can be explained using the calculations of Jung and Gerb32

on the I2Xen system. They describe doublets (;24 meV
spaced! in the photoelectron spectra of I2Xen in terms of a
dynamic Jahn–Teller effect as the manifestation of the fi
J53/2 nondegenerate states of the neutral iodine. Accord
to these calculations, the temperature of the initial grou
state ion influences the ratio of the Franck–Condon ove
integral of the two nondegenerateJ53/2 states. Such split
ting is not discerned in our photoelectron spectra due to t
limited resolution. Since we assume that the bound exc
states in our clusters are basically neutral core with a
fused bound electron, the analysis of the temperature de
dence of the photoelectron spectra may apply to our exp
ment as well.

D. Action spectroscopy- strongly bound excited
states

Starting atn513, a dramatic change in the action spe
tra ~Fig. 10! occurs. The peaks manifesting the existence
an excited state below theJ51/2 spin state still exist forall
clusters. In contrast, the doublet peaks correspondingJ
53/2, which evolved and stabilized gradually up ton512,
abruptly disappearfrom the action spectra. Since the pe
relating to theJ51/2 continuum develops regularly wit
cluster size, we believe in the existence of bound exc
states also below theJ53/2 continuum. The disappearanc
of their spectral features from the electron detachment ac

FIG. 10. Action spectra of the I2Xen clusters, forn512– 54. The arrows
indicate the vertical binding energies~VBEs! of iodide with finalJ53/2 and
J51/2 spin state of iodine.
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spectrum could be attributed to the existence of a compe
process to electron ejection, to slower electron ejection
namics, or to the stabilization of the bound excited sta
Accordingly, we have performed the following measur
ments:

~a! We considered a plausible photofragmentation of cl
ters for whichn.12, since the xenon binding energ
of the second solvation layer is weaker than in the fi
solvation layer. No fragmentation was detected forn
513– 15 and 54.

~b! We have looked for electron ejection over a long
time scale than the time window of the magnetic bot
~0.25ms for I2Xe13), by performing fast neutral action
spectroscopy. The time of flight of the parent ion to t
neutral detector is about 40ms, allowing for the obser-
vation of electron detachment which is two orders
magnitude slower. Figure 11 compares electron spe
to neutral spectra of both I2Xe12 and I2Xe13. The
identity between the neutral spectrum and the elect
spectrum of each species proves that neutral produc
stems from electron ejectiononly. We did not reveal in
the fast neutral action spectra any sign of a bound s
related to theJ53/2 continuum.

~c! Finally, we have looked for the stabilization of th
bound states related toJ53/2 by performing 2PAS.
The second harmonics of the OPO was used to pu
the excited state, while the fundamental was used
detach the excited bound electron. Only electrons w
kinetic energy corresponding to these combined exc
tions were collected. Figure 12 presents the 2PAS sp
tra of I2Xen clusters, forn.12. For n,12, only an
extremely weak 2PAS signal was detected. Note,
Fig. 12, the pattern resemblance of the 2PAS and
TE features of I2Xe12. It appears as if the TE feature
of the bound excited state switch over to the 2PAS
n.12, indicating that atn.12 the excited state is
strongly stabilized, at least in the nanosecond ti

FIG. 11. A comparison between the neutral and the electron action sp
of ~a! I2Xe12 and ~b! I2Xe13 . Note the resemblance between each pair
spectra which indicates that neutralization of the parent due to excita
results exclusively from electron emission.
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scale. This stabilization inhibits TE over the time sca
of the experiment, and in parallel, allows for a nan
second 2PAS. One needs, however, to explain
abrupt cluster-size transition in the disappearance
the TE and the appearance of the 2PAS signals.

The key parameter to this phenomenon is the size de
dence of the cluster temperature. In the framework of
evaporative ensemble model,33 the temperature of the cluste
is determined by the dissociation energy of its weake
bound component. The binding energy of the second-la
xenon atom is substantially lower than the binding energy
the 12th xenon atom in the first solvation layer. Con
quently, the temperature of I2Xen (n.12) is substantially
lower. According to Gerber and Jung,32 the average binding
energy of a xenon atom to the central iodide in the fi
solvation shell is approximately 4 kcal mol21, but only 1.9
kcal mol21 in the second solvation shell. The outcome of th
lower temperature is that although the absolute value ofV0

gradually grows with cluster size, the lower temperature
n.12 slows TE down quite abruptly at this size. To emph
size this point, we present in Fig. 13 the electron TOF sp
tra of selected clusters, each taken at the action spec
peak of the bound state related to theJ53/2 continuum.
These spectra contain the contributions of both one-pho
and two-photon detachments. Note that on ascending f
I2Xe12 to I2Xe13, the two-photon signals increase abrupt
at the expense of the one-photon signal, while for lar
clusters, the dominance of the two-photon signal gro
gradually, with the increase of binding energy (2V0).

E. Comparison with calculations

Our motivation to perform the experiments was to stu
a model system that would mimic in its excited state
interaction of pure xenon clusters with excess electrons.
relate the excited-state bands to a transition from a local
electronic state on the iodide to excited states on the xe

FIG. 12. The two-color, two-photon action spectra of the I2Xen clusters, for
n513– 40. The top panel includes the TE action spectrum of I2Xe12 , for
comparison. The arrows indicate the VBEs of iodide with finalJ53/2 and
J51/2 spin state of iodine. Note the pattern resemblance of the 2PAS
tures and the TE features of I2Xe12 .
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cluster. We believe the binding energy values, which we
sign to2V0 , to be analogous to the binding energies of
electron to ground-state Xen

2 clusters. In Fig. 14, we com
pare our measured2V0 values with the theoretical diffusion
Monte Carlo simulation results of Martyna and Berne11 on
Xen

2 and the continuum approximation of Stampfli an
Bennemann.12 Clearly, we expect no match at the limit o
small clusters, since the effect of the neutral iodine on
electron binding energy may be substantially larger than
of atomic xenon.43 Based on this fact, we wish to study th
incremental stabilization of the excited electron with the a
dition of xenon atoms. It seems that in the first solvati
layer, the incremental stabilization in our experiments gro
twice as much as that of the calculations (;6 meV per xe-
non atom in the experiment vs;2.6 meV in the calculations
of Martyna and Berne11!. This effect may result from the
difference between our model system and the simulated p
xenon clusters, yet it may indicate some fault in the calcu
tions of the small clusters. In contrast, in the larger clus

a-

FIG. 13. A slightly accelerated (;100 meV! electron TOF spectra of se
lected I2Xen clusters taken at photon energies of the action spectrum pe
related to theJ53/2 continuum. Note the changing ratio between the o
color, two-photon~a!, two-color, two-photon~b!, and the TE~c! signals.

FIG. 14. Our experimental2V0 values of the I2Xen clusters~full and open
triangles! compared to the calculated binding energy of the excess elec
at the ground state of Xen

2 clusters: diffusion Monte Carlo simulations o
Ref. 11 ~open circles! and the continuum approximation of Ref. 12~full
squares!.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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range (n513– 54) the differential stabilization practicall
coincides with the calculations12 (;1.44 vs 1.41 meV in the
experiments and the calculations, respectively!.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The picture which was unveiled from the above pho
electron and action spectra~TE and 2PAS! is the gradual
evolution of bound excited states on the xenon solvent c
ter. As the clusters grow, their binding energy increases
parallel, the loosely bound excited states, which extend
yond the cluster size,11 shrink and gain oscillator strength
This is due to better electronic overlaps with the localiz
ground state, at the expense of the transitions to the vacu
Such behavior is typical for Rydberg states as well as o
loosely bound electronic states in clusters, such as solv
excess electrons6,7,44,45and dipole bound46 states.

The existence of the bound states has been establi
for both spin states of the neutral iodine core, either by T
autodetachment, or by two-photon experiments. The onse
the 2PAS features on the nanosecond time scale atn.12 for
theJ53/2 related states, which evolve gradually in energy
a smooth continuation of the TE signals, reinforces our
signment of the TE peaks in the small I2Xen (n,12) clus-
ters as bound delocalized excited states.

The width of theJ51/2 related excited state action spe
trum feature is ca. 20 meV. In terms of time, it is equivale
to 0.5 ps. This number sets the lower limit for the lifetime
these clusters. An upper limit for the lifetime cannot
given, since it is a one-photon experiment. As for theJ
53/2 related excited state that is probed using a two-pho
process~starting from n513), one can conclude that th
lifetime is of the order of the pulse width, in the nanoseco
range. The above limits clearly indicate that the I2Xen clus-
ter system exhibits interesting electron dynamics that can
probed using a femtosecond laser.
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